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Abstract² In order to facilitate integration into domestic and
public environments, companion robots can seek to
communicate in a familiar, ³socially intelligent´ manner,
recognizing typical behaviors which people direct toward them.
One important type of behavior to recognize is the displaying
and seeking of affection, which is fundamentally associated with
the modality of touch. This paper identifies how people
communicate affection through touching a humanoid robot
appearance, and reports on the development of a recognition
system exploring the modalities of touch and vision. Results of
evaluation indicate the proposed system can recognize people's
affectionate behavior in the designated context.

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to facilitate integration into domestic and public
environments, companion robots can seek to communicate in
a ³socially intelligent´ manner [13], recognizing typical
human behaviors, such as those which convey affection [21].
³$IIHFWLRQ´, used in its usual sense (e.g., [12, 26, 31, 32]),
refers to a positive feeling comprising love, gentleness, strong
regard, and devotion; this is not the same as ³affect´ or
emotion in general. A fundamental role in conveying affection
is played by touch ³behaviors´, which involve not only
physical touch gestures, but also how these gestures are
perceived: i.e., their meanings, in terms of the degree of
affection they convey.
Affectionate behaviors should be recognized because they
play a vital role in establishing close relationships [1, 12], and
because affection is expressed even toward non-humans such
as animals and robots [31, 32]. Moreover, when affection is
perceived to be lacking in the case of loneliness, consequences
may include impaired sleeping, risk of suicide, and high blood
pressure [3], as well as a higher incidence of Alzheimer's
disease [34]. Unfortunately, many may not receive enough
affection [26]. It would be useful if companion robots could
SURYLGH DQ DQFLOODU\ VRXUFH RI DIIHFWLRQ LQ SHRSOH¶V OLYHV
In this work, we focus on the fundamental problem of
recognizing people¶s affectionate touch behaviors directed
toward a humanoid robot. Although many forms of robots
exist, all with their own merits, a humanoid appearance was of
particular interest for this study for a number of reasons:
familiarity of the interface (people know how to convey
various meanings to other people), people¶s expectation that a
robot with a human-like appearance is capable of human-like
communication and recognizing their behaviors [2], and
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Fig. 1. An example of affectionate touching (a hug) between a human
(foreground right) and robot (background left)

previous work which has described people showing affection
through touch to humanoid robots [31, 32].
Our requirements for an embodiment included generality
and ease-of-touching: identified behavior should not be
restricted to a specific robot with a unique appearance, and the
embodiment should not prohibit affectionate behaviors which
could be interesting or important. Humanoid robots usually
have distinctive features (e.g., [7, 15, 27]), which we wished to
avoid; as well, studies investigating people¶s behaviors toward
robots usually use motionless platforms (e.g., [18, 29, 6]),
partly because movements can interfere with touches [6].
Based on these considerations, a new platform was built for
this study, Kirin, shown in Fig. 1 and 2, which was designed to
be generic in appearance and easy-to-touch: typical for a
humanoid robot in shape and size, lacking distinctive features,
safe, soft, and flexible. Because motion was not desired, Kirin
was not equipped with actuators, and thus may not technically
be considered a robot. We refer to it hereafter as a humanoid
robot ³mock-up´, ³form´ or ³appearance´; nevertheless, we
note that because the lack of actuators is not visible, this is
only a matter of terminology: Kirin is for this study equivalent
to a motionless humanoid robot.
Problematic to the current endeavor is that a countless
number of touch gestures and associated meanings may exist,
possibly complex: we do not know how people seek to
communicate affection to a humanoid robot, or what is
required for a system to recognize such behaviors. In this
paper, we propose to model people¶s behaviors via a set of
Typical Affectionate Behaviors (TAB), comprising typical
touch gestures, their affectionate meanings, and their
recognizability by a recognition system.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
discusses some related work. Section III describes our
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Fig. 3. Process for identifying people¶s typical affectionate touch
behavior toward a humanoid robot

Fig. 2. Kirin and Elfoid: (a) Kirin (degrees of freedom indicated) (b)
Elfoid (above: size relative to Kirin, below: magnified), (c) standing
to interact with Kirin, (d) sitting to interact with Elfoid

approach to modeling people¶s affectionate behaviors, and
Section IV reports on the creation of recognition capability,
which is evaluated in Section V. Section VI provides
discussion, and Section VII summarizes contributions.
II. RELATED WORK
Accounts of people touching robots with affection can be
found both in the literature (e.g., ³Trisha´ hugging Kismet in
[32]) and in popular culture (e.g., John Connor bonding with a
humanoid robot by teaching it how to ³high-five´ in
³Terminator II´.) Benefits have been found from engaging in
such touch-based and affectionate interactions with robots. A
³Hug Machine´ was constructed in 1965 to administer
calming touch [10], and pioneering work with companion
robots Paro and AIBO showed that touching robots can
reduce stress, improve relationships, and otherwise contribute
to health [17, 33].
How people touch a robot has been partly addressed. Basic
types of touches such as ³rub´ or ³pat´ have been proposed
[23], as well as more complex 3D touches such as ³pinch´
and ³twist´ performed toward a humanoid robot [36]. Within
the context of play, one study observed and manually labeled
touches to find ³interaction categories´ for playing with a
child-sized humanoid robot [24]; also, Knight and her
colleagues provided a useful list of play gestures people
performed toward a teddy bear robot [18]. An approach for
automatically clustering generic touch data was described in
[30], but interpreting such results remains problematic. Thus,
previous studies have not investigated how people touch a
humanoid robot outside the context of play.
Another challenge involves knowing how people perceive
the meanings of their touches; without such knowledge, a
designer may be required to make arbitrary or suboptimal
decisions for how a robot should react to each touch. Thus,
Francois et al. analyzed the summed output from five force
sensors on a dog-like robot to distinguish between gentle and
strong touch [8]. Similarly, an interesting work by Stiehl et al.
sought to distinguish pleasant or painful touches toward a

humanoid robot¶s arm segment [29]. For the current problem,
the effect of location on touch should also be considered, and
the categorization of meaning should not be limited to a
binary case, as many kinds of touches exist.
Toward recognizing touches, the question of which
modality should be used has also not received attention.
Although touch sensors have been used in many works (such
as those above, and others discussed in [19]), touch sensors
can be difficult to manufacture and maintain, portability
between robots may not be straight-forward, and useful
information may be lost (e.g. postural information during the
preparation or retraction phase of a gesture). One interesting
alternative is suggested by recent work in psychology [14],
which found that people can interpret the meaning of touch
behavior simply by observing it. Thus, computer vision, with
its own rich literature, could be used to recognize touch
behavior. Vision sensors may also however experience
problems, e.g., with occlusions, varying illumination, and
detecting when a person is touching the robot. Therefore, both
sensor modalities (touch and vision) should be compared.
In summary, the main novel contributions of this work are
three-fold: revealing how people typically touch a humanoid
robot appearance, finding what touch gestures mean in terms
of a non-binary degree of affection, and exploring the
suitability of the modalities of touch and vision for
recognizing touches (including finding useful features). This
knowledge, summarized as a set of typical affectionate
behaviors, TAB, is intended to allow the engagement of a
companion robot in affectionate interactions, toward
facilitating bonding and successful integration into everyday
human environments.
III. MODELING 3(23/(¶6 AFFECTIONATE
BEHAVIOR
Data collection was conducted in two phases: first to reveal
how people touch a humanoid robot form, and second to build
a recognition system (described in Section IV).
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A. Goal

Fig. 4. Typical touches toward a humanoid robot appearance organized by affection and type of touch;
³+´ symbols to the right of a typical gesture indicate typicality: ³++´ very frequent, ³+´ frequent

The main goal of this section was to find typical touches
toward a humanoid robot. Typical touches were sought in
order to avoid outliers arising from idiosyncrasies in
individual participants¶ behavior patterns and the appearances
of specific robots. Thus, ³typical´ was defined here as
³performed by more than one person for each robot form´.
The affectionate meaning of gestures was also sought, in order
to understand how touches interrelate.
B. Participants
Data were obtained from 21 participants (9 females and 12
males; 19 Japanese and 2 non-Japanese; average age=24.1
years, SD=4.4 years).
C. Procedure
The literature did not indicate a way to find people¶s typical
affectionate behaviors, TAB. The approach chosen is shown
in Fig. 3. Participants were asked to touch robot forms in
various ways and to themselves indicate how much affection
they would feel if touched in this way. From this, typical touch
patterns could be identified.
Thus, participants were first admitted by the experimenter
to an empty room with two robot mock-ups (Kirin and Elfoid,
shown in Fig. 2), a chair, and a desk; the door was closed for
privacy. Once seated, participants were asked to read a
handout containing instructions (³You will be asked by the
experimenter to convey various intentions and emotions
through touch´), as well as a list of intentions which a person
might typically wish to convey through touch to a humanoid
robot (e.g., ³greeting´). ³AIIHFWLRQ´ ZDV GHVFULEHG DV in
Section I. Then, participants touched Kirin and Elfoid in
counterbalanced order, while standing or sitting respectively.
During the trials, the experimenter noted in writing how
participants touched the robots and asked participants to say
what they had done in their own words when there was
ambiguity; video footage was also acquired. After each touch,
participants described the degree of affection conveyed by the
touch on a 7 point scale (1 no affection at all, 4 regular, 7 much
affection). Finally, short interviews were conducted. During
sessions, the experimenter was the only other person present.
Sessions lasted ~30 minutes.
D. Conditions
Robot
Kirin: Kirin (shown in Fig. 2a and c) was designed for this
study to be typical for a humanoid robot in shape and size,
neutral (lacking in distinctive features), and safe, soft and
flexible (easy-to-touch). Humanoid robots mostly have arms
and legs, and many are the size of an adult human (e.g.
Robonaut [7], Geminoid [27], and ASIMO [15]), hence Kirin
was made to appear mostly human-shaped, with a height of

168cm (between average male and female height). Distinct
features and hard portions of its mechanical frame (articulated
at the shoulders, neck, waist, elbows, and wrists) were covered
with dark material, also making Kirin soft and easy to touch.
Kirin lacks actuators and sharp edges, and has a stable base, to
allow safety and robustness even when touched firmly.
Elfoid: 8QFOHDU ZDV WKH H[WHQW WR ZKLFK SHRSOH¶V EHKDYLRU
toward Kirin would coincide with behavior toward robots with
a different appearance; therefore, an additional mock-up was
selected, Elfoid [22], (shown in Fig. 2b and d), which was
different in appearance from Kirin: abstractly-shaped (no
hands or legs), small, and creature-like with eyes and a nose.
Reasons for Touching
Requests from initial users in free-interaction pre-trials
also indicated that reasons were required for touching a robot,
without which users had difficulty imagining what to do. For
this, a list of typical reasons for touching were assembled
based on sources in human science [14, 16] (described in
$SSHQGL[ $ H J VKRZLQJ ³ORYH´ ³anger´, ³VXSSRUW´
³WKDQNV´, ³fear´, RU D ³JUHHWLQJ´ $V D UHVXOW D YDULHW\ RI
different touches could be observed.
E. Processing
After the trials, video footage was checked for
completeness, notes were codified with short gesture labels
(920 in total, 239 unique) by the experimenter, and these
labels were input to a database for processing along with
affection scores normalized to fall within the interval of [0, 1].
Outliers were removed, reducing the number of gestures to 44
and 45 for Kirin and Elfoid; then gestures specific to only one
robot form were removed, leaving 20 typical gestures. Among
the filtered gestures were six gestures with significant
affectionate meDQLQJ ³+LJK )LYH´
DQG ³6KRYH 6KRXOGHU´
ZHUH W\SLFDO RQO\ IRU .LULQ ZKHUHDV ³+XJ DQG 5XE +HDG´
(
³5XE %HOO\´
³7XUQ Upside-GRZQ´
DQG
³7KURZ RRERW´
ZHUH W\SLFDO RQO\ IRU (OIRLG ³+LJK )LYH´
and ³6KRYH 6KRXOGHU´ ZHUH QRW Serformed for Elfoid because
its arms are not articulated and it does not have shoulders;
³7XUQ 8SVLGH-GRZQ´ DQG ³7KURZ 5RERW´ FRXOG QRW be
performed on Kirin due to its large size. Last, touches were
grouped by affection value and manner of touching.
F. Results
Twenty members of the set of typical affectionate behavior,
TAB, were identified which seem useful to recognize in order
WR JDXJH D SHUVRQ¶V DIIHFWLRQ these are shown in the rectangle
at the bottom of Fig. 4). The top part of the figure shows that
the most affectionate types of gestures were hugging, stroking,
and pressing gestures such as kissing. Neutral gestures
involved patting, checking, and controlling, whereas
unaffectionate gestures included hitting and distancing.
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Fig. 6. Touch sensor placements

Fig. 5. Simple touch sensors built

Touches exhibited complex traits (indicated below via
italics). ³+XJ DQG 3DW Back´ ZDV D simultaneous touch in
which a person hugged the robot form while patting its back.
³6LGH HXJ´ ZDV D side-initiated gesture involving first moving
adjacent to and then reaching an arm over a robot form¶V
shoulders. Stroking JHVWXUHV VXFK DV ³5XE +HDG´ RU ³5XE
%DFN´ ZHUH W\SLFDOO\ along the fur (up to down, or front to
back). ³0LQLPL]H 7RXFK´ (e.g., a quickly retracted poke) and
³&RYHU FDFH´ were soft but not affectionate, confirming that
softness alone cannot be used to recognize affection (³3XVK
&KHVW´ ZDV also sometimes soft (moving the robot away) and
sometimes hard (a shove)). ³6KDNH +DQG´ exhibited high
variability and was performed in many ways, involving one or
two hands from the participant and robot form. In addition,
preparatory touches were often observed (e.g., touching
.LULQ¶V VKRXOGHU EULHIO\ EHIRUH SHUIRUPLQJ D gesture, or
holding Elfoid). (Holding touch behavior toward a robot was
reported previously in [18]).
The interviews gave insight into how participants
perceived the two humanoid robot forms. Kirin was described
by two participants as being like a human or a friend, whereas
five participants claimed Elfoid resembled a baby or child, and
two likened Elfoid to a doll, or a small animal or pet. Eleven
participants said Kirin was easiest to use and that they could
express themselves better with it; six said this was because of
its size, three said because of its human-likeness, and one said
it was because of its shape and articulation. Five participants
said Elfoid was harder to touch because it was smaller, and
three said it was because it was not articulated. One user
however VDLG KH ZDV ³IUHHU´ ZKHQ XVLQJ WKH (OIRLG EHFDXVH
he could lift it). Thus, some people did perceive the two robot
forms as being human-like, which may explain why the
identified touches are mostly familiar within the context of
human-human touching.
Comparison was made with other work. From the list of
play gestures found by Knight and her colleagues [18],
³KDQGVKDNH´ ³KHDG SDW´ DQG ³VKRXOGHU-WDS´ were observed,
but tickling, foot-rubbing, or care-taking were not. For Noda
HW DO ¶V OLVW RI LQWHUDFWLRQ FDWHJRULHV >24], analogies were found
for ³/HW¶V VKDNH KDQGV´ ³*LYH PH D KXJ´ DQG ³, wish \RX¶G
SDW PH RQ WKH KHDG´ EXW QRW IRU PRUH DEVWUDFW FDWHJRULHV VXFK
DV ³'R \RX WKLQN ,¶P FXWH"´ RU ³:KHH ´ 7KHse shared
observations support that, although some differences emerge
for specific contexts, typical behavior exists, and should be
recognized.

IV. RECOGNIZING AFFECTION
+RZ FDQ SHRSOH¶V DIIHFWLRQDWH WRXFKHV EH UHFRJQL]HG E\ D
humanoid robot? Both touch and vision-based approaches, or
a combined approach, could be possible; therefore, different
versions of a recognition system were implemented using
.LULQ DV D SODWIRUP GXH WR SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ FRPPHQWV IURP WKH
previous section that it was easiest to use.
A. Modality for recognition
TOUCH
We posited that touches can be separated into two basic
types: perpendicular (³pats´) and lateral (³rubs´). Therefore
two sensor types were built, one to register pats and the other
to detect pats or rubs. The concept for both sensors comes
from [25]. Each sensor consists of a housing and a
photo-interrupter element inside. When a person touches the
sensor housing, it depresses, causing more light from an
infrared LED to be reflected back to a photo-transistor and
resulting in a measurable variance in voltage.
Unclear was how to design the sensor housings and attach
them to a robot. Two sensor housings were designed, shown in
Fig. 5, over SHARP GP2S60 photointerrupters, which were
attached to Kirin in the form of a sensor suit, for portability.
Designs were informed by requirements for touch sensors
stipulated in previous studies: sufficient area coverage and
sensitivity, ease of manufacture, softness and lightness,
toughness, and conformability to curved surfaces [4, 25]. The
resulting sensors were large (approx. 6 X 6 and 15 X 6cm) in
order to capture most touches, soft (plastic and soft
low-resistance foam) and light (approx. 11g and 21g), but
robust enough to be shoved or slapped without breaking. The
sampling rate to read all sensors was approximately 20Hz
(50ms), sufficient for online recognition, and the sensors could
register sufficiently light and strong touches for the designated
task. Placement locations (shown in Fig. 6) were informed by
the data acquisition of the previous section. Eight sensors each
were placed at five areas²chest, face, back, and both
arms²resulting in a total of forty touch sensors, which is a
W\SLFDO QXPEHU 2PURQ¶V 1H&R5R AIBO, and Paro have few
sensors [9, 33], and Sensate Bear and Haptic Creature have
fifty to sixty sensors [18, 35]).
VISION
One popular approach toward gesture recognition (e.g.,
[20]) involves obtaining postural information (skeletons) from
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Fig. 7. Feature calculations for SVMs and k-NN

Fig. 8. Setting for data acquisition: skin sensor and Kinect data are
recorded while a participant touches Kirin

people, e.g., using motion capture, but setting up multiple
cameras in a sufficiently wide space may not be practical, and
markers can interfere with natural touching. To avoid such
problems, Microsoft Kinect was selected. A development kit
requiring no calibration was first used, but problems of false
positives (jumping of skeleton vertices) and the robot
frequently being recognized as a person led us to install Open
NI/Prime Sense, which required some calibration. The sensor
was positioned roughly 2.3m away (just enough to capture the
OHQJWK RI D WDOO SHUVRQ¶V ERG\ IURP KHDG WR IHHW DQG EHKLQd
and to the right to facilitate model fitting while ensuring right
(dominant) hand visibility.
B. Recognition Technique and Features
Recognizing typical affectionate behavior from the sensor
data was broken down into two sub-problems: classifying
gestures and estimating affection values. For the former, in our
previous work [6], Support Vector Machines (SVMs) were
used. The k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (k-NN) was also
implemented for comparison, as it gives consistently good
results, at times surpassing more complicated techniques in
performance (e.g., [37]). For the latter case, Support Vector
Regression (SVR) was selected, as this technique has been
used for a similar problem of estimating the emotional content
of sounds (e.g., [11]).
Set-up was as follows. )RU 690V DQG 695 ³/,%690 -- A
/LEUDU\ IRU 6XSSRUW 9HFWRU 0DFKLQHV´ [5] was used, obtaining
parameters C=32.0, .03125 for touch, C=8.0, .125 for
vision and C=8.0, .03125 for touch/vision. For k-NN, k=3
was selected. Feature selection was guided by
modality-specific requirements, as shown in Fig. 7. In general,
touch-based recognition involves consideration of location,
force, and temporal/frequency information (e.g., [18, 8, 23,
30]); such information, encapsulated in values for each skin
sensor, was fed to the SVMs and k-NN after lessening the
feature volume by calculating temporal statistics features
found to perform well in [6] over a short window of several
seconds.
Preprocessing was conducted on selected raw skeleton
vertex features obtained from the Kinect to achieve translation
invariance, as is common in vision-based recognition (e.g., [20,
28]). For the current probleP WKH DEVROXWH KHLJKW RI D SHUVRQ¶V
hand and head were also expected to hold some meaning (e.g.,
regarding the part of a robot being touched and the part of the
human touching). These features were also further processed
to yield 8 statistics per feature for input to SVMs and k-NN.

For the combined touch/vision system, fusion was attained by
simply combining both forms of features (³early fusion´).
Thus, 320, 144, or 464 features were delivered per gesture for
the touch, vision, and touch/vision systems.
C. Affectionate Touch Data Acquisition
Data were acquired from 17 participants (10 females and
7 males; 8 Japanese and 9 non-Japanese; average age 31.8
years, SD=6.3 years), who were asked to perform the twenty
typical affectionate behaviors.
Fig. 8 shows the setting for data acquisition. After
receiving instructions regarding purpose, sensors used, and the
list of gestures to perform, participants received a mask to
cover their lower faces (for privacy and hygiene when kissing
the robot) and stood in front of Kirin.
Before recording, participants were allowed to practice
touching Kirin. For convenience, participants were asked to
touch with their right hand or both hands (for left-handed users,
the Kinect could be shifted to the left side with little loss of
generality). To record gestures, participants performed a
calibration pose for the Kinect, touched the robot (prompted
by a WAV file), returned to the calibration pose when they felt
they were done, and described how much affection they would
feel if someone touched them in this way using a 7-point scale.
Participants were not told where touch sensors were placed
(although locations could be identified through touch or visual
examination). A GUI was used by the experimenter to
facilitate tasks such as randomization of gesture orders,
recording, WAV file playback, label insertion, real-time
viewing and playback of sensor data (skin sensor, skeleton and
depth data), and counting recordings. 20 gestures were
recorded 5 times per participant, resulting in approximately
1700 skin, skeleton, and depth files.
V. EVALUATION
The different versions of the system (using touch, vision, or
both; and SVMs or k-NN) were compared with regard to
recognition capability via leave-one-out cross-validation.
Recognition capability was evaluated in terms of accuracy
(the number of gestures recognized correctly divided by the
total number). Likewise, linear error for estimating affection
was calculated for each fold, and then averaged.
Results for classification accuracy, shown in Table I, were
surprising in three ways. First, the top-performing system
performed well (91%) despite the difficulty of the problem
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TABLE I.

RECOGNITION ACCURACY BY MODALITY AND
RECOGNITION TECHNIQUE
Touch

Vision

Both

SVMs

71.9%

77.5%

90.5%

k-NN

63.3%

67.4%

82.4%

TABLE II.
COMPARING TOUCH AND VISION MODALITIES (SVMS):
LARGEST IMPROVEMENTS IN RECOGNITION ACCURACY OBSERVED
Vision
Kiss (+41%)
Side Hug (+26%)
Touch Foreheads (+16%)
Shake Hand (+15%)
Slap Cheek (+14%)

Fig. 9. Confusion Matrix for SVMs and Touch/Vision: rows
represent ground truth, columns are classifier output; darkly
shaded cells indicate good performance, lightly shaded cells indicate
poor performance, and bordered cells indicate confusion.

(considerable variance in people¶s gestures and similarities
between some gestures) and the simplicity of our approach
(using either hand-crafted sensors, or a single off-the-shelf
sensor). Second, the vision-based system performed better
than expected in relation to the touch-based system (+5.6%),
despite requiring much less development time. Third,
knowledge from each modality was complementary, with a
clear distance between the vision and fused system (+13.0%).
k-NN results, although lower, confirmed this trend.
The touch-based system performed well for some gestures
such as ³Push Chest´ (88%) and ³Pat Head´ (85%), but had
trouble with recognizing ³Kiss´ (45%), ³Touch All Over´
(61%), and ³Hug and Pat Back´ (64%). The main difficulty
resulted from light gestures performed at different locations;
e.g., participants kissed the robot form's forehead, cheek, or
mouth. Likewise, ³Minimize Touch´ led to a high rate of false
negatives for ³Shake Hand´ (17%), ³Touch Foreheads´ (12%),
³Kiss´ (11%), and ³Pat Shoulder´ (11%). ³Stroke Cheek´ was
confused with ³Slap Cheek´ (13%), probably because some
participants slapped lightly. Compared to the vision-based
system, touch did better at identifying ³Push Chest´, ³Hug´,
and ³Rub Back´, as shown in Table II.

Touch
Push Chest (+12%)
Hug (+9%)
Rub Back (+8%)
Cover Face (+8%)
Pat Head (+6%)

Confusion existed between ³Hug and Pat Back´ and ³Hug´
(17%), ³Move Head´ and ³Stroke Cheek´ (7%), and ³Rub
Head´ and ³Pat Head´ (5%). This, and similar affection scores,
indicate that it might be desirable to merge ³Hug and Pat Back´
and ³Hug´ into a single gesture if a context does not require
the distinction. The confusion matrix in Fig. 9 offers
additional details.
Last, average error for estimating affection using SVRs
was also calculated and found to be 0.13. This shows that a
robot can estimate affection in a touch interaction even
without making assumptions regarding gestures.
In summary, the results indicated that if development time
is constrained, a robot¶s location is known, and occlusions are
not a problem, vision can be an option to consider. However, if
resources are available, a more ³human-like´ solution of using
both modalities can yield best recognition performance, by
combining the strengths of either modality.
VI. DISCUSSION

A. Completed System
Data analysis revealed twenty typical touches which can be
used to model people¶s affectionate behavior. A system was
then built based on the modalities of touch and vision to
The vision-based system performed well for ³Slap Cheek´ recognize the touches with an accuracy of 91%. These results
(92%), ³Side Hug´ (92%), and ³Shake Hand´ (88%), but less are summarized in Table III. The reader is also referred to the
well for ³Hug and Pat Back´ (63%), ³Move Head´ (65%), and accompanying video. (N.B., affection values differed slightly
³Touch All Over´ (72%). ³Stroke Cheek´ was confused with in some cases from initial estimates found in Section III
³Cover Face´ (14%) and ³Move Head´ (9%), because these which were based on a variable number of participants.) With
gestures involve a prolonged touch to the robot form¶s face; in the acquired knowledge, a companion robot can recognize
such cases the Kinect sensor had trouble detecting where the people¶s behavior and make decisions based on perceived
participant's hand ended and the robot form's head began, affectionate meaning. E.g., a robot can recognize if it is
leading to imprecision. For ³Hug and Pat Back´, confusion
hugged and reciprocate, or choose a different response with a
occurred with ³Hug´ (30%), which is natural because the
suitable
degree of affection. Through vision, a robot can
sensor could not see the participant¶V KDQG. Compared to the
interpret
behavior directed toward a different robot or even
touch system, touches distinguishable by touching body part
seek
to
interpret human-human behavior (non-applied
(e.g., ³Kiss´ or ³Touch Foreheads´) or preparatory motion
physical
gestures
could also be detected). In the presence of
(³Side Hug´ or ³Slap Cheek´) could be better recognized.
occlusions, a robot can rely on its sense of touch. This will
The combined touch-vision system did well for ³Side Hug´ allow for richer, more enjoyable affectionate interactions
(98%), ³Shake Hand´ (96%), and ³Push Chest´ (95%), with which we hope will facilitate the introduction of companion
lowest results for ³Touch All Over´ (79%), ³Hug and Pat robots into daily environments.
Back´ (81%), ³Hug´ (82%), and ³Move Head´ (83%).
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TABLE III.

TAB (TYPICAL AFFECTIONATE BEHAVIORS)

Affection1

Accuracy2

Gesture

Affection1

Accuracy2

Kiss

0.95 (0.076)

92%

Run Hand Down

0.60 (0.22)

87%

Hug and Pat Back

0.93 (0.087)

81%

Pat Shoulder

0.57 (0.16)

94%

Hug

0.92 (0.091)

82%

Pat Head

0.56 (0.14)

94%

Touch Foreheads

0.82 (0.16)

93%

Pull Arm

0.50 (0.19)

91%

Stroke Cheek

0.81 (0.11)

93%

Move Head

0.38 (0.21)

83%

Side Hug

0.76 (0.14)

98%

Touch All Over

0.29 (0.16)

79%

Rub Back

0.75 (0.14)

92%

Cover Face

0.24 (0.21)

92%

Rub Head

0.75 (0.18)

90%

Minimize Touch

0.085 (0.11)

93%

Shake Hand

0.66 (0.10)

96%

Push Chest

0.078 (0.10)

95%

Pat Back

0.60 (0.085)

94%

Slap Cheek

0.039 (0.16)

94%

Gesture

1 Average affection values (and standard deviations) are based on the responses of the 17 participants in Section IV.C
2 Recognition accuracies are for the SVM Touch/Vision system.

B. Generality
Limitations of the current exploratory study should be
recognized, with respect to platform, approach, and target
group (age and culture). We cannot know everything that
people will do toward a robot based on this study alone. E.g.,
specific motions by a humanoid robot could elicit certain
touch behaviors (e.g., a robot raising its arm could result in an
increased observation of ³High Five´). As well, observances
of typical touches were affected by the list of reasons provided
(e.g., ³Move Head´ might not be observed if a person is not
expected to touch a robot to cause it to move).
Nonetheless, we feel the current results do give some idea
of what to expect. Initial experimentation with a third
humanoid robot form yielded few unique gestures not shown
to Elfoid or Kirin; as well, we expect speech capability in
more complex robots will not stop people from touching them,
because people touch other people. Although the approach
used for asking people to say how affectionate their touches
had been is novel, the averages and standard deviations in
Table III show some consistency in how touches were
perceived. Regarding target group, Hertenstein et al. found
that people from cultures with different expected levels of
intimacy (America and Spain) performed touches in a very
similar way [14]. Yet, more than anything, the behaviors
identified are mostly also performed by humans toward other
humans; intuitively we can expect to see these fundamental
touches performed as well toward a human-like robot.
Therefore, we expect that the identified gestures can provide a
reasonable estimation of what might be seen in other contexts.
C. Future Work
Next steps will include demonstrating the usefulness of
recognizing affection in a practical application. The effect of a
robot¶s kinesics (posture and motions) on people¶s behavior,
finer ³granularity´ of recognition (e.g., recognizing relatively
affectionate or unaffectionate handshakes) and coarser
recognition of gesture categories will extend the current work.
As well, strategies for safely and successfully performing
affectionate behaviors such as hugs or side hugs toward a
moving human, possibilities for affectionate memory/learning,

and the manner in which affectionate behavior is expressed in
other modalities (e.g. speech or vision) and toward other
targets (e.g., non-humanoid forms) as well as for specific
robots and contexts, will be explored.
VII. CONCLUSION
2EVHUYLQJ SHRSOH¶V WRXFKHV WRZDUG D KXPDQRLG URERW form
revealed a confusing and complicated world in itself. Yet, we
were able to find twenty typical touch patterns which carried
significant affectionate content, ranging from hugging,
stroking, holding, and kissing, to hitting or distancing
behaviors. A recognition system based on Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) and Support Vector Regression (SVR),
simple statistical features, and touch/visual data was
developed to recognize affectionate behavior. Recognition
accuracy was found to be highest when using both the
modalities of touch and vision: 90.5%. As well, affection
could be estimated with an average error of 0.13. The
observed results suggest how a humanoid robot system can
recognize people¶s affection in a touch-based interaction.
APPENDIX
Reasons for touching a humanoid robot were required to
observe a variety of touches from participants, but were not
known from previous studies. We considered that humanoid
robots are a) robots which are b) similar to humans but c) tend
to be more limited in terms of communicative capabilities.
Therefore, we merged three sources: a) some reasons why
people might touch a robot or machine (inspecting or getting
it to move), b) a list of typical reasons why people touch other
people [16], and c) a list of fundamental emotions conveyable
through touch, which people will likely try to express toward
robots with restricted communication capabilities [14]. This
resulted in the list of typical reasons shown in Table IV,
through which various touches could be observed.
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³3RRU URERW LW¶V RND\´

[14, 16]

(Appreciation)

³7KDQNV ´

[16]

(Inclusion)

³:H¶UH IULHQGV´

[16]

(Physical Attraction)

"How handsome/cute!"

[16]

(Love)

"I love you"

[14, 16]

(Seek Support/Sympathy)

³,¶P WLUHG P\
KHDG EHOO\ WKURDW KXUWV´

[16] *

(Seek Love)

³,¶P ORQHO\ VDG´

[16] *

(Playfulness)

"Let's play! Hey!"

[16]

(Control)

"Move body/arm/head"

[16] *

(Greeting)

"Hello/Goodbye"

[16]

(Task-related)

"Inspect the robot"

[16] *

(Emotion: Angry)

"I hate you"

[14]

(Emotion: Disgust)

"Ewww, gross"
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(Emotion: Fear)

"I'm scared"
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